DMCA Counter Claim
This is a counter claim to the DMCA lodged by Arnaud EMILIEN claiming infringement of
'Ultimate Screenshot Creator' by 'Ultimate Screenshot Tool'.
'Ultimate Screenshot Tool' is a Unity tool formerly accessible on the Unity asset store at:
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/camera/ultimate-screenshot-tool-119675
It was also accessible by several alias urls under the package id of: 119675.
'Ultimate Screenshot Tool' was created entirely by myself, Jacob Hanshaw, the sole owner of
Tangled Reality Studios LLC. Under penalty of perjury, I, Jacob Hanshaw, have a good faith
belief that the material was removed or disabled as a result of mistake or misidentification of
the material to be removed or disabled.
The tool was created entirely by myself with exception of the libraries and sound eﬀects
mentioned in the Third-Party Notices.txt which are licensed under the MIT license and Creative
Commons 0 respectively. There are icons used in the promotional materials that are not
included in asset. Those are licensed for use through theNounProject under a paid account.
The design of the asset store images was done by a local designer under contract and the
contract can be provided if necessary.
I have not downloaded the 'Ultimate Screenshot Creator', have no access to it to my
knowledge, and have not and could not have used anything from it. While I do not expect there
to be any overlap, any overlap would have to be the result of similar function or shared use of
third party software.
My asset is suﬃciently diﬀerent both visually, in presentation, and in function as to preclude
any reason for the DMCA. I have reason to believe the claimant, Arnaud EMILIEN, has not
downloaded the tool, so any claim would have to be done on a purely superficial examination.
In summary, the asset was created entirely by me (except where noted above) and I believe the
'Ultimate Screenshot Tool' was removed by mistake.
I hope we can resolve this issue promptly, so my users can get a great update and new users
can find a great new tool.
I, Jacob Hanshaw, as a representative of Tangled Reality Studios LLC of which I am sole
owner, consent to the jurisdiction of the Federal District Court for the judicial district in which
my address is located and will accept service of process from the person who provided
notification under 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(1)(C) of the DMCA or an agent of such person.
Jacob Hanshaw
(262) 287 - 4978
Tangled Reality Studios LLC
2800 E. Enterprise Ave, Suite 333,
Appleton, WI, 54913
I hereby give my electronic signature to this document.
Signed _________________________________________________________

